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Bosnia and Herzegovina
STRATEGIC CONSERVATISM IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: WORKING THROUGH 
LOCAL PROXIES
Majda Ruge

THE BILATERAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RUSSIA AND BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 
Russia’s historical role in the Balkans resonates to this day. While there were recurrent tensions 
between Belgrade and Moscow in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Russia is perceived 
as a protector of Orthodox Christians and Serbs. In addition, the reality of Russia’s policies vis-à-vis 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (hereafter Bosnia) since the late 1990s has placed Russia firmly on the side 
of the Republika Srpska (RS), the country’s largely homogenous ethnic Serb entity, carved out during 
the Bosnian War. In many ways, Moscow sided with Slobodan Milosevic’s Serbia as well as Bosnian 
Serb leaders between 1992 and 1995, including by opposing the lifting of the UN arms embargo, which 
would have allowed the Bosnian army to defend its territory. Per media estimates, around 500 Russian 
volunteers fought alongside Bosnian Serb paramilitary units in the war.230 

In the aftermath of the war, Russia recognized Bosnia’s independence in 1992, sent a delegation to the 
Dayton Peace Accords conference, and contributed troops to the NATO-led peacekeeping operation. 
However, since Vladimir Putin’s ascension to the Russian presidency, Moscow has consistently 
supported Banja Luka (the capital of RS) and Belgrade in policies and discourse that have undermined 
Bosnia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the Dayton Peace Agreement in December 2020, Russian 
foreign minister Sergei Lavrov visited Bosnia and met with Milorad Dodik, the Bosnian Serb member 
of the country’s tripartite presidency. The meeting took place in East Sarajevo, outside the presidency’s 
offices of the city’s capital, and without any insignia of Bosnia and Herzegovina. After the meeting, 
Lavrov reiterated Russia’s calls for the closure of the Office of High Representative (OHR), the UN-
mandated institution tasked with the implementation of the civilian aspects of the Dayton Peace 
Agreement. He also stressed Moscow’s opposition to constitutional reforms in Bosnia that would 
eliminate decisionmaking bottlenecks and make the country more functional—one of the conditions 
for Bosnia’s European integration path.231 

The meeting symbolized the gist of Russia’s policy on Bosnia, defined largely by opposition to 
the objective of making Bosnia a functional federal state. While Russia officially recognizes 
Bosnia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, in practice it works to keep the central government 
dysfunctional, divided, and incapable of forming any coherent foreign policy that would be 
undesirable for Moscow. First and foremost, such obstruction includes blocking Bosnia’s NATO 
accession aspirations and preventing foreign policy alignment with the European Union on 

230 Danijel Kovacevic, “Prosecutors to Probe Day Honouring Russian Fighters in Bosnian War,” Balkan Insight, 
April 9, 2021, https://balkaninsight.com/2021/04/09/bosnia-probes-announced-day-of-russian-volunteers-
celebration.

231 “Key findings of the Opinion on Bosnia and Herzegovina’s EU membership application and analytical 
report,” European Commission, May 29, 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/de/
COUNTRY_19_2778.
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Russia, whether in regard to the annexation of Crimea or the occupation of Eastern Ukraine.232 
Russia’s foreign policy aims in Bosnia are thus focused on an anti-NATO narrative and preventing 
accession while fostering a view of Russia as the only true ally for Serbs and Orthodox Christians 
in the Balkans. 

Russia pursues its goals in Bosnia via a two-pronged approach. One is by lending support to the local 
ethno-nationalist proxies whose goals overlap with those of Russia. Working through local proxies 
has traditionally entailed lending political support to the political leadership of RS, which has spent 
the last 15 years obstructing Bosnian state institutions and calling for secession. 

The key conduit in this regard is the Bosnian Serb member of the Bosnian presidency, Milorad 
Dodik, who has been the most vocal opponent of Bosnia’s NATO course and EU-led sanctions against 
Russia.233 Russia’s interests are served by the Bosnian Serb leadership’s use of ethnic and entity veto 
mechanisms provided for by the Dayton constitution to block decisions that are unfavorable to 
Russia, including the fulfillment of Bosnia’s NATO aspirations.234 This is exemplified by the repeated 
failure of the presidency of Bosnia to gather consensus on UN General Assembly resolutions calling 
on the Russian Federation to withdraw its military forces from Crimea and to end its temporary 
occupation of Ukrainian territory.235 Milorad Dodik has also been a staunch opponent of NATO 
membership, in line with the official position of the Russian government, whose embassy in Bosnia 
recently explicitly stated that Russia would have to react politically and militarily if any moves were 
made toward NATO accession.236 

The Croat nationalist party Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) and its leader, Dragan Covic, also act 
as indirect proxies for Russia.237 Though the HDZ formally supports Bosnia’s NATO accession path, it 
opposes the constitutional changes needed to streamline the voting procedures and allow Bosnia to 
move forward with EU and NATO accession.

232 “Russia warns it will ‘have to react’ if Bosnia moves to join NATO,” Reuters, March 18, 2021, https://www.
reuters.com/article/us-bosnia-russia-nato-idUSKBN2BA2FL. 

233 N.Š., “Dodik prijeti onima koji podrže sankcije Rusiji: Ko god da podršku toj odluci, snosit će posljedice...” 
[Dodik threatens those who support Russian sanctions: Whoever supports this decision will bear the 
consequences…], Oslobodjenje, March 5, 2021, https://www.oslobodjenje.ba/vijesti/bih/dodik-prijeti-onima-
koji-podrze-sankcije-rusiji-ko-god-dadne-podrsku-toj-odluci-snosit-ce-posljedice-636006. 

234 Majda Ruge, “Hostage state: How to free Bosnia from Dayton’s paralysing grip,” European Council on Foreign 
Relations, November 18, 2020, https://ecfr.eu/publication/how-europe-and-the-us-can-take-bosnia-beyond-
dayton-25-years-later; and D. Be., “Kalabuhov: NATO je neprijatelj Rusije i moramo reagovati na približavanje 
našim granicama” [Kalabuhov: NATO is a foe to Russia and we must react to its approach toward our borders], 
Klix, March 25, 2021, https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/kalabuhov-nato-je-neprijatelj-rusije-i-moramo-
reagovati-na-priblizavanje-nasim-granicama/210325023. 

235 “BiH neće uvoditi sankcije Rusiji” [BiH will not sanction Russia], RTV BN, August 2, 2014, https://www.rtvbn.
com/313794/BiH-nece-uvoditi-sankcije-Rusiji%3E; N.Š., “Dodik prijeti onima koji podrže sankcije Rusiji” 
[Dodik threatens those who support Russian sanctions]; and Milica Stojanovic, “Serbia Backs Russia Again in 
UN Vote on Crimea,” Balkan Insight, December 8, 2020, https://balkaninsight.com/2020/12/08/serbia-backs-
russia-again-in-un-vote-on-crimea. 

236 Be., “Kalabuhov.”

237 Jasmin Mujanovic, “Russia’s Bosnia Gambit: Intrigue in the Balkans,” Foreign Affairs, September 6, 2017, 
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/bosnia-herzegovina/2017-09-06/russias-bosnia-gambit. 
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The second channel of political influence is the opposition to EU and U.S. policy in multilateral 
forums such as the UN Security Council (UNSC) and the Peace Implementation Council in Bosnia. 
The latter oversees the implementation of the civilian aspects of the Dayton Peace Agreement 
and has—in theory—the power to sanction local obstructionists; U.S. and EU policy, implemented 
through the OHR, aims to render the country’s central government and its decisionmaking 
mechanisms more functional. However, when such initiatives are put forward, Russia usually 
opposes them. The latest example of such opposition is the appointment of the German high 
representative Christian Schmidt. Russia was strongly opposed to this initiative, rejecting the 
appointment and deeming it illegal and illegitimate because it circumvented the vote on the 
UNSC;238 in fact, Russia has sought to close the OHR altogether. Yet the reason Germany decided to 
circumvent the UNSC is because of the expectation that Russia would have used its veto to block the 
appointment.239 On the UNSC, Russia can play a role by exercising its veto on the yearly extension of 
the EUFOR Althea mission in Bosnia; it can also use Bosnia as a negotiating token with the European 
Union and the United States on other issues.240

In practice, opportunism dominates the relationship between the political leadership of Russia and RS. 
Both sides reap political benefits from this relationship: Milorad Dodik shapes Bosnia’s foreign policy 
according to Russia’s interests, and Russia supports the political goals of RS on the UNSC—pressing for 
the closure of the OHR, vetoing the UNSC resolution on the Srebrenica genocide, and threatening the 
non-extension of the EUFOR and NATO missions.

Public opinion in RS reflects these political alignments. The three main Bosnian ethno-religious 
groups—Bosniaks, Bosnian Serbs, and Bosnian Croats—differ substantially in their attitudes toward 
Russia as well as the United States and the European Union. A 2017 opinion poll found that 89 percent 
of Bosnian Serbs have a positive opinion of Russia’s role in the country, compared to 43 percent among 
Croats and only 29 percent among Bosniaks, a group that has the highest degree of identification with 
a multinational sovereign Bosnian state.241 

In the same opinion poll, 47 percent of Bosnian Serb respondents saw Russia as the number one ally, 
compared to 0 percent of Bosniak respondents and only 2 percent of Bosnian Croats. The opinions of 

238 Zeljko Trkanjec, “Russia says Bosnia’s new High Representative is illegitimate,” Euractiv, May 28, 2021, 
https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/short_news/russia-says-bosnias-new-high-representative-is-
illegitimate. 

239 “Statement by the PIC SB Concerning the Appointment of Christian Schmidt as the next High 
Representative,” Office of the High Representative in Bosnia & Herzegovina, n.d., http://www.ohr.int/
statement-by-the-peace-implementation-council-steering-board-concerning-the-appointment-of-christian-
schmidt-as-the-next-high-representative/?print=pdf. 

240 Majda Ruge, “Great power politics in Bosnia: How Berlin can stabilise a dysfunctional state,” European Council 
on Foreign Relations, March 2, 2021, https://ecfr.eu/article/great-power-politics-in-bosnia-how-berlin-can-
stabilise-a-dysfunctional-state. 

241 At the same time, 64 percent of Bosniaks and 56 percent of Bosnian Croats have a mostly or somewhat 
positive view the role of the United States, while only 26 percent of Bosnian Serbs hold this view. Finally, 
the majority of Bosniaks (65 percent) and Croats (59 percent) strongly support EU accession, contrasted to 
only 18 percent of Serbs who strongly support the EU integration. See “Bosnia and Herzegovina: Attitudes on 
Violent Extremism and Foreign Influence,” Center for Insights in Survey Research, February 2017, https://
www.iri.org/sites/default/files/iri_bosnia_poll_february_2017.pdf. 
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Bosnian Serbs are closely aligned with public opinion in Serbia: 80 percent of respondents in Serbia 
believe that a strong Russia is necessary to balance the influence of the West.242 In Bosnia, this belief is 
shared by 55 percent of respondents, higher than the 30 percent share of Orthodox Christians in the 
total population of Bosnia.

THE KREMLIN’S EXPLOITATION OF CHRISTIAN ORTHODOX IDENTITY POLITICS 
THROUGH THE SERBIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH 
As is the case with the Kremlin’s political interests and activities, Russia’s use of conservative 
Orthodoxy to further its goals in Bosnia and the region relies on the work of local Orthodox 
entrepreneurs. This is first and foremost the Serbian Orthodox Church (SOC), which has its seat in 
Belgrade. A survey from 2017 suggests a strong association between religion and national identity 
in Serbia: 78 percent of those surveyed said that being Orthodox Christian is very or somewhat 
important to their national identity, or more precisely to being “truly” Serbian.243 This identification 
has translated into the SOC’s involvement in matters of foreign policy for Belgrade, which claims the 
role of benefactor of the Serbian Orthodox population living outside of Serbia. Furthermore, the 2011 
Strategy of the Serbian Government assigned the SOC a central role in preserving and strengthening 
ties between Serbia and ethnic Serbs living elsewhere in the Western Balkans.244 Such interest in the 
rights of the local Serbian population has often translated into political meddling by Belgrade in these 
countries’ domestic affairs, as most potently seen in Montenegro’s last elections, but also on matters 
affecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Bosnia and Kosovo.245

In fact, Serbian Orthodox symbolism has accompanied a number of political conflicts in countries 
in the Western Balkans that host an Orthodox Serb minority. Russia was involved in several recent 
political incidents, most visibly when the Serbian government sent a Russian-donated train carrying 
the slogan “Kosovo is Serbia,” painted and decorated with Christian Orthodox symbols, to Kosovo.246 
This generated a standoff at the Kosovo-Serbia border, capturing international headlines. During 

242 Jeff Diamant, “Orthodox Christians in Central and Eastern Europe favor strong role for Russia in geopolitics, 
religion,” Pew Research Center, May 11, 2017, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/05/11/orthodox-
christians-in-central-and-eastern-europe-favor-strong-role-for-russia-in-geopolitics-religion. 

243 Neha Sahgal and Alan Cooperman, “Religious Belief and National Belonging in Central and Eastern Europe,” 
Pew Research Center, May 10, 2017, https://www.pewforum.org/2017/05/10/religious-belief-and-national-
belonging-in-central-and-eastern-europe. 

244 Republika Srbija Ministarstvo Vera I Dijaspore, Strategija Ocuvanja I Jacanja Odnosa Maticne Drzave I Dijaspore 
I Maticne Drzave I Srba u Regionu [Strategy for preserving and strengthening relations between the home 
country and the diaspora and the home country and Serbs in the region] (Belgrade, Serbia: Republika Srbija, 
2011), http://dijaspora.gov.rs/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/strategija_mvd2011.pdf. 

245 Ermin Sinanovic, “The Serbian Orthodox Church and the 2020 Montenegro Elections,” Berkley Center for 
Religion, Peace & World Affairs, October 15, 2020, https://berkleycenter.georgetown.edu/posts/the-serbian-
orthodox-church-and-the-2020-montenegro-elections; Srdjan Cvijic, “Serbia’s Vucic Wants to Control the 
Montenegrin Govt. It May Backfire,” Balkan Insight, June 3, 2021, https://balkaninsight.com/2021/06/03/
serbias-vucic-wants-to-control-the-montenegrin-govt-it-may-backfire; and Eleanor Rose, “Defiant 
Bosnian Serbs Celebrate Banned ‘National Day’,” Balkan Insight, January 9, 2017,https://balkaninsight.
com/2017/01/09/bosnian-serbs-hold-national-day-despite-ban-01-09-2017.

246 “Serbia sends ‘provocative’ train to Kosovo,” Deutsche Welle, January 14, 2017, https://www.dw.com/en/
serbia-sends-provocative-train-to-kosovo/a-37133573. 
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Lavrov’s visit to Bosnia for the Dayton Peace Agreement anniversary, a reportedly stolen, 300-year-old 

Ukrainian Orthodox icon was gifted to Lavrov by Milorad Dodik.247 This triggered another international 

scandal and a subsequent Interpol investigation into the path of the stolen icon from the Russian-

occupied territories in Ukraine to the highest political office in Bosnia. 

More generally, the recently deceased head of the SOC, Patriarch Irinej, was said to have had good 

relations with the Russian Orthodox Church (ROC).248 Furthermore, there are points of overlap 

between the interests of the ROC and SOC, as both have dealt with the challenges of breakaway 

Orthodox churches in the post-Yugoslav and post-Soviet era. While the ROC has grappled with 

the breakaway Orthodox Church of Ukraine (OCU), the SOC is party to jurisdiction disputes with 

the breakaway churches in Montenegro and, to a lesser degree, North Macedonia.249 It is therefore 

unsurprising that the SOC aligned itself with the ROC against the decision by the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate in Constantinople to grant autocephaly to the OCU. 

In the above disputes (and recent tensions between the SOC and other Balkan countries), the policy 

of governments and churches are closely intertwined, as both the SOC and ROC have an important 

political role to play in the foreign policy of their respective governments.250 The ROC has often been 

described as a tool in the hands of the Kremlin, used as a manifestation of Russian soft power in 

the rest of the Orthodox world. Comparatively speaking, the SOC is said to have retained a higher 

degree of independence from the government in Belgrade, though it remains an important political 

actor courted by the government and often acts as its extended arm for the purposes of political 

legitimization.251 The SOC also vocally opposed Montenegro’s NATO accession and played a highly 

political role in Montenegro’s last elections, where it swayed the election outcome toward a coalition 

of pro-Belgrade parties.252

In domestic politics, the close relationship between the SOC and the government in Serbia during 

Patriarch Irinej’s term was visible in his public support of Serbian president Aleksandar Vucic and his 

policies. The SOC awarded President Vucic its highest decoration, the Order of Saint Sava first grade. 

247 Associated Press, “Gift to Russian minister triggers diplomatic probe in Bosnia,” ABC News, December 17, 
2020, https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/gift-russian-minister-triggers-diplomatic-probe-
bosnia-74779598. 

248 “Serbian Patriarch Irinej Buried in Belgrade after COVID Battle,” Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, November 
22, 2020, https://www.rferl.org/a/serbian-patriarch-irinej-buried-in-belgrade-after-covid-battle/30963291.
html. 

249 Ron Synovitz, “Will Macedonia’s Orthodox Church Also Break Away?,” Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, 
October 18, 2018, https://www.rferl.org/a/29551213.html. 

250 Majda Ruge and Sinisa Vukovic, “What Montenegro’s future government means for the Western Balkans,” 
European Council on Foreign Relations, September 15, 2020, https://ecfr.eu/article/commentary_what_
montenegros_future_government_means_for_the_western_balkans. 

251 Sasa Dragojlo, “Serbian Church Picks Patriarch, Politics in Play,” Balkan Insight, February 17, 2021, https://
balkaninsight.com/2021/02/17/serbian-church-picks-patriarch-politics-in-play. 

252 Heather A. Conley and Matthew Melino, “Russian Malign Influence in Montenegro: The Weaponization and 
Exploitation of History, Religion, and Economics,” CSIS, CSIS Briefs, May 14, 2019, https://www.csis.org/
analysis/russian-malign-influence-montenegro. 
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Patriarch Irinej’s overt political role was expressed in his criticism of anti-government protests in 

Serbia, which were organized in response to growing concentration of power by Vucic’s party and 

the repression of political and civil opposition, freedom of speech, and the media.253 For its part, the 

government tolerated the SOC’s defiance of Covid-19 distancing and lockdown rules, which took place 

in spite of the SOC issuing a formal decree to respect the government lockdown rules.254 Patriarch 

Irinej and Montenegro’s highest-ranking priest within the SOC, Metropolitan Amfilohije—who both 

died of Covid-19—contributed to the spread of the virus by encouraging large religious gatherings, 

downplaying the risks, and not wearing masks in public.255 They reportedly described large religious 

gatherings as God’s vaccine.256 The protests in Cetinje in September 2021 around the choice of location 

for the inauguration of the new metropolitan have demonstrated how political the SOC is perceived to 

be by the majority of the Montenegrin population.257

The relationship between the SOC and the government is similar in RS. The RS government’s 

tolerance of the SOC’s violation of laws is most strikingly illustrated by its protracted failure 

to enforce the rulings of the European Court of Human Rights and remove a Serbian Orthodox 

church that was illegally constructed in the private backyard of Fata Orlovic, a Bosniak returnee 

to RS.258 (In June 2021, the church was finally dismantled after a 20-year legal battle.259) Finally, 

unlike in Montenegro and North Macedonia, the Orthodox constituency in RS has made no 

attempt at autocephaly; that constituency is part of the SOC and is fully aligned with the politics 

of Belgrade.

When it comes to Russia, the new patriarch, Porfirije Peric, was a disciple of Episcope Irinej 

Bulovic, known for his close relationship to Russia. Episcope Bulovic was reportedly the Russian 

favorite in the process of selection of the new patriarch of the SOC. Given the overlap of interests 

between the two churches and between the governments in Moscow and Belgrade in military, 

political, and economic realms, one could expect the close relationship between the SOC and the 

governments in Banja Luka, Belgrade, and Moscow to continue.

253 Aleksandar Vasovic, “Patriarch of Serbian Orthodox Church dies of COVID-19 aged 90,” Reuters, November 20, 
2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/serbia-patriarch-death-idINKBN2800LP. 

254 Guy Delauney, “Serbia coronavirus: The Church losing its leaders to the pandemic,” BBC News, November 29, 
2020, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-55098412. 

255 Samir Kajosevic, “Montenegrin Cleric’s Mass Funeral ‘Could Cause COVID-19 Surge’,” Balkan Insight, 
November 2, 2020, https://balkaninsight.com/2020/11/02/montenegrin-clerics-mass-funeral-could-cause-
covid-19-surge. 

256 Delauney, “Serbia coronavirus.”

257 Samir Kajosevic, “Serbian Church Enthronement Sparks Clashes in Montenegro,” Balkan Insight, September 5, 
2021, https://balkaninsight.com/2021/09/05/serbian-church-enthronement-sparks-clashes-in-montenegro/. 

258 “ECHR rules against the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina in ‘Fata Orlovic’ case,” N1, October 1, 2019, https://
ba.n1info.com/english/news/a381425-echr-rules-against-the-state-of-bosnia-and-herzegovina-in-fata-
orlovic-case. 

259 “Illegal Serb church on Bosniak woman’s land is demolished,” Washington Post, June 5, 2021, https://www.
washingtonpost.com/world/illegal-serb-church-on-bosniak-womans-land-is-demolished/2021/06/05/
b580d25c-c5e7-11eb-89a4-b7ae22aa193e_story.html. 
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WORKING THROUGH LOCAL PROXIES: THE USE OF STRATEGIC CONSERVATISM 
In line with the aforementioned alignment of religion and politics, Moscow’s employment of 
strategic conservatism in Bosnia is borne out of a triangular connection between the interests of 
the political leadership in Moscow, Belgrade, and Banja Luka. This involves an overlap between 
the Kremlin’s foreign policy interests, the political agenda of Bosnian Serb politicians obstructing 
Bosnia’s institutions and the country’s NATO and EU path, and the political interference by the 
Serbian government via the SOC in countries that host Serbian Orthodox minorities.

In RS, Russia has thus landed on fertile ground in which political and religious activities overlap. 
Very little additional investment is needed to exercise influence beyond providing backing for local 
entrepreneurs and leveraging such entities for the Kremlin’s political goals.

Bosnia’s recent history and contemporary politics are strongly shaped by political claims based on 
Orthodox religious identity. The political claims and military campaigns pursued by the government 
in Belgrade and the Bosnian Serb leadership during the war (1992–95), which sought to carve out 
an ethnically “clean” territory and incorporate it into greater Serbia, were legitimized by these 
actors as the political right of Bosnia’s Christian Orthodox population to remain in a single state. 
The SOC played an important political role during the war, most strongly illustrated by the so-
called Patriarch’s Paper, the document forming and authorizing a joint Yugoslav-RS negotiation 
delegation at peace talks in Dayton, Ohio.260 The document was signed jointly by the patriarch of 
the SOC, former Yugoslav president Slobodan Milosevic, and two indicted (and later convicted) war 
criminals—Radovan Karadzic and Ratko Mladic.261 In his memoir To End the War, Richard Holbrooke 
recalls the signature of Patriarch Pavle at the bottom of the document and the Eastern Orthodox 
cross as a crowning stamp approving the delegation; the two members who were convicted for war 
crimes, Karadzic and Mladic, were later excluded on the insistence of the U.S. government. 

In the post-conflict period, Serb-Orthodox identity has regularly been used by the Bosnian Serb 
political leadership to legitimize their contemporary autonomist or secessionist goals. For instance, 
in Bosnia, the SOC supports and legitimizes those political actors who promote the idea of pan-
Serbian unity, obstruct Bosnia’s sovereignty, and make threats of dissolution. A case in point 
is the attendance of Patriarch Irinej at the “National Day” of RS, which had been pronounced 
unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2015.262 Despite the 
decision of the highest court in Bosnia, Milorad Dodik, then president of the RS, held a referendum 
for instituting a “state” holiday for RS in 2016, and has since threatened to hold a separate 
referendum for RS to secede from Bosnia. As a result of these actions, the U.S. government placed 
Milorad Dodik on its sanctions list. In the context of war-time crimes and secessionist goals, 
Patriarch Irinej’s statements about RS being a “nation-state of Serbs” and God’s creation to ensure 
the unity and survival of Serbs have provided legitimization to the continued secessionist agenda of 

260 Richard Holbrooke, To End a War (New York: Penguin Random House, 1999).

261 Ibid. 

262 Eleanor Rose, “Live Blog: Bosnian Serb ‘Statehood Day’ Celebration,” Balkan Insight, January 9, 2017, 
https://balkaninsight.com/2017/01/09/1-9-17-10-25-40-am-snjuf-live-blog-bosnian-serb-statehood-day-
celebration-01-09-2017. 
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the RS leadership.263

THE KREMLIN’S INSTRUMENTALIZATION OF PAN-SLAVIC ORTHODOX TIES TO BACK UP 
ITS ANTI-NATO AGENDA 
While the politicization of conservative Orthodoxy in Bosnia’s Serb-dominated entity is primarily 

homemade, the use of conservative Orthodox identity in Russian-owned media further legitimizes 

the overlapping political goals of Moscow and its local proxies. 

Russian media outlets in Serbian language, such as Sputnik, were launched following the Russian 

occupation of Crimea. They amplify the mantra of shared Orthodox ties to promote pro-Kremlin 

narratives and the image of Russia as a true ally of Balkan Orthodox Christians against the NATO 

threat.264 Numerous news agencies in RS and Serbia borrow Sputnik’s articles and their anti-Western 

narratives and carry them as original reporting.265 The messages promoted by Sputnik in Serbian-

language sites and subsequently Serbian news sources reinforce the political agenda of the RS 

leadership. This includes, for example, denial of the Srebrenica genocide and relativization of war 

crimes committed by convicted political and military leaders from the RS; antagonistic reporting on 

NATO’s actions, the United States, and the OHR; and depictions of Russia as an Orthodox protector 

of the otherwise endangered Serbian nation. A case in point is Sputnik’s reporting on Banja Luka’s 

gratitude to Russian czar Nikolai II for the survival of the Serbian nation during World War I as a 

motivation for the construction of a new Russian Orthodox church in the center of Banja Luka.266

The construction of this church in Banja Luka illustrates the eagerness of local political elites in RS 

to cozy up to Russia, and the minimal investment needed by Russia to establish its political and 

religious presence in this part of Bosnia. The church, dedicated to the Romanov dynasty, along with 

a Russian cultural center, is set to be built on a surface of 6,500 square meters (about 70,000 square 

feet) in the center of the city. Both the church and the cultural center are reportedly fully funded 

by the budget of RS, including from funds donated by Serbia, but with no financial investment from 

263 “Patrijarh Irinej: Sačuvati Republiku Srpsku” [To save Republika Srpska], YouTube video, posted by RTRS 
vijesti, January 9, 2018, https://lat.rtrs.tv/vijesti/vijest.php?id=410215 4:11, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KehrwVSD0LI.

264 Daniel Sunter, “Disinformation in the Western Balkans,” NATO Review, December 21, 2020, https://www.
nato.int/docu/review/articles/2020/12/21/disinformation-in-the-western-balkans/index.html; and Nikola 
Joksimovic, “Pravoslavni savez na Balkanu sprečila bi zapadna vojska” [A Western army would prevent 
an Orthodox alliance in the Balkans], Sputnik Srbija, July 10, 2017, https://rs-lat.sputniknews.com/
analize/201707101111868117-pravoslavni-savez-srbija-bugarska. 

265 Mladen Obrenovic, “How Fake News Spreads: Mainstream Media Republish Suspect Sites’ Stories,” Balkan 
Insight, August 31, 2020, https://balkaninsight.com/2020/08/31/how-fake-news-spreads-mainstream-media-
republish-suspect-sites-stories. 

266 Mira Kankaras Trklja, “San Dug Sto Godina: U Banjaluci Nice Srpsko-Ruska Svetinja Kakvu Balkan Nije Video” 
[A hundred-year dream: A Serbian-Russian shrine like the Balkans have never seen is being constructed 
in Banja Luka], Sputnik Srbija, February 4, 2018, https://rs.sputniknews.com/20180204/banjaluka-crkva-
svetinja--1114426691.html. 
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Russia.267 Furthermore, according to local media, the church construction plans were in violation of 
urban regulations in Banja Luka due to its oversized proportions.268 Reportedly, the government dealt 
with this problem by changing the existing urban planning regulations, demonstrating a willingness 
to go the extra mile to accommodate Moscow.269 A smaller Russian monastery, St. Matrona of Moscow, 
was built in the village of Ritešići in RS 10 years ago at the initiative of local NGO Serbian-Russian 
Friendship and Unity of Orthodox Peoples.270

Besides being instrumentalized by media, this shared Orthodox identity serves as a legitimizing 
basis for existing political ties and foreign policy interests and unfolds as a parallel process. The 
engagement of ROC and SOC dignitaries on the margins of the political process is one instrument of 
such legitimization. Meetings between Russian officials and Serb political figures often have a religious 
dimension and are followed by meetings with Orthodox church leaders. For instance, Patriarch Kirill’s 
second official visit to Serbia followed Russian president Vladimir Putin’s visit to Serbia for celebrations 
marking the 70th anniversary of the Red Army’s liberation of Belgrade. 

During his visit to Belgrade in 2011, Putin was awarded the SOC’s highest distinction for, in the 
words of the SOC itself, “his active love towards the Serbian Orthodox Church and Serbian people, 
particularly shown in a brave and persistent protection of the faithful people, churches, monasteries 
in Kosovo and Metohija, as well as the preservation of the integrity of the Republic of Serbia.”271 
Putin also visited the Orthodox cathedral Sveti Sava in Belgrade in January 2019 to inaugurate the 
new mosaics funded by Rossotrudnichestvo, Russia’s international development agency. Russia’s 
contribution reportedly amounted to €10 million (around $11.6 million).272

INFORMAL CONNECTIONS THROUGH PAN-SLAVIC NGOS AND RUSSIAN-SERB 
PARAMILITARY GROUPS 
In Bosnia, a wider overlap between Orthodox symbolism, politics, and a clandestine sector was 

267 “From the Kindergarten to the Faculty: To whom is Russia a ‘promised country’,” Zurnal, May 31, 2020, 
https://zurnal.info/novost/23128/to-whom-is-russia-a-promised-country-; and “Milionsku pomoć Srbije 
Vlada Republike Srpske podijelila crkvama (VIDEO)” [The government of Republika Srpska divided millions in 
aid from Serbia to churches], Capital, November 10, 2020, https://www.capital.ba/milionsku-pomoc-donacija-
srbije-vlada-republike-srpske-podijelila-crkvama-video.

268 “Banja Luka Mora Promijeniti Regulacioni Plan: Rusko – srpski centar narastao na 6.500 kvadrata!” [Banja 
Luka must change its regulatory plan: Russo-Serbian center has grown to 6,500 quadrants!], Zurnal, April 13, 
2018, https://zurnal.info/novost/21067/rusko-srpski-centar-narastao-na-6.500-kvadrata.

269 Ibid.

270 Srna, “U dobojskom selu Ritešić napravljen spomenik ruskom caru Nikolaju Drugom” [A monument to 
Russian czar Nikolas II has been constructed in the Doboj village of Ritešić], Blic, September 30, 2017, https://
www.blic.rs/vesti/republika-srpska/u-dobojskom-selu-ritesic-napravljen-spomenik-ruskom-caru-nikolaju-
drugom/vwsmg3z. 

271 “Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin awarded the Serbian Orthodox Church’s highest distinction,” Serbian 
Orthodox Church, March 24, 2011, http://spc.rs/eng/russian_prime_minister_vladimir_putin_awarded_
serbian_orthodox_church%E2%80%99s_highest_distinction. 

272 Beta, “Lavrov sa patrijarhom Irinejem o Kosovu, Crnoj Gori i SPC” [Lavrov with Patriarch Irinej on Kosovo, 
Montenegro, and the SOC], N1, June 18, 2020, https://rs.n1info.com/vesti/a611293-lavrov-sa-patrijarhom-
irinejem-o-kosovu-crnoj-gori-i-spc. 
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brought to the fore when Milorad Dodik gifted Sergei Lavrov a stolen Ukrainian icon during Lavrov’s 
visit to Bosnia in December 2020. The Ukrainian government later claimed the icon was a part of 
its cultural heritage from Luhansk, an area held by Russian-backed separatists. In what emerged 
as a major international scandal, an Interpol investigation was launched into the origins of the 
icon’s presence in Bosnia and the icon was returned to Bosnia’s embassy in Moscow.273 The absence 
of a reaction by the SOC regarding the stolen icon is notable and indicative of a transactional 
relationship between the church and the RS government; had it been a stolen SOC icon, the church 
would likely have been outraged. 

The case also highlighted the role of the fringe militant groups that commute between RS and Russia 
under the guise of Orthodox cultural associations.274 This network includes Serbian and Russian 
volunteers in Donbas and Night Wolves—a Russian motorcycle club—who travel mostly undisturbed 
between Banja Luka and Donbas, either as combatants in Russian operations in Ukraine or for the 
purpose of participating in yearly Orthodox pilgrimages in RS. 

Beyond this case, informal channels of Russian influence in RS are often exercised via 
nongovernmental entrepreneurs connected to the Kremlin. The deployment of over 100 uniformed 
Cossacks for intimidation purposes in Banja Luka on election day in October 2014 was widely seen as 
the Kremlin’s political support for Milorad Dodik, whose electoral win was anything but certain.275 The 
group was accompanied by Konstantin Malofeev, sanctioned by the European Union and known as a 
Kremlin operative who allegedly initiated and funded Russia’s operations in Ukraine.276 After winning 
the RS elections, Milorad Dodik awarded Malofeev and two other men close to the Kremlin the so-
called Orders of Njegos, First Degree, for contribution to the “formation of the Republika Srpska.”277

Various other nongovernmental groups have been deployed to boost Slavic Orthodox ties and glorify 
paramilitary cooperation in Bosnia in the 1990s and present-day Ukraine while deepening local 
cleavages and vulnerabilities to destabilize Bosnia. For instance, regular pilgrimages of Russian and 
local paramilitary groups take place to honor fallen Russian combatants who participated in the 
Bosnian War. Per media estimates, around 500 Russian foreign fighters participated in the war on the 
side of the RS army, some actively taking part in ethnic cleansing campaigns against the non-Serb, 
mostly Bosniak population.278 

The societal and political consequences of such pilgrimages are predictably destabilizing, as the 

273 The Bosnian Serb news agency SRNA published a photo of the icon and a seal confirming its authenticity, 
which clearly shows that its origin was in Ukraine. According to the Ukrainian media, it was used as the seal 
of the Ukrainian Committee for Culture in 1920.

274 “Bosnian Branch of ‘Putin’s Angels’ Enjoys Political Backing,” Balkan Insight, March 15, 2019, https://
balkaninsight.com/2019/03/15/bosnian-branch-of-putins-angels-enjoys-political-backing. 

275 “The Kremlin’s Balkan Gambit: Part I,” Bellingcat, March 4, 2017, https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-
europe/2017/03/04/kremlins-balkan-gambit-part. 

276 Ibid.

277 Ibid.

278 Dženana Halimović, “Uloga pravoslavnih dobrovoljaca u ratu u BiH” [The role of Orthodox volunteers in 
the war in BiH], Radio Slobodna Evropa, March 8, 2014, https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/ruski-i-grcki-
dobrovoljci-u-ratu-u-bih/25290398.html.
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gatherings are perceived as a provocation and legitimization of ethnic cleansing and rape campaigns by 
the surviving victims or family members of those who lost their lives. 

Visegrad, a city described by the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) as the 
location of “one of the most comprehensive and ruthless campaigns of ethnic cleansing in the Bosnian 
conflict,” is a site of such yearly Orthodox pilgrimages organized to honor fallen Russian combatants.279 
Two monuments to Russian volunteers were built in Visegrad, and every year Russian volunteers as 
well as combatants currently fighting in Donbas gather to pay tribute to the fallen. Representatives of 
the SOC also attend this pilgrimage, along with RS government representatives and representatives 
of various local and Russian Orthodox NGOs. Around 3,000 Bosniaks, including many women and 
children, were killed by Serb forces in and around Visegrad.280 

Igor Girkin, who played a leading role in the separatist movement in the initial stages of the so-called 
Russian Spring in 2014 in Eastern Ukraine, was reportedly one of the Visegrad volunteers.281 His case 
points to the entanglement between the Russian and Serb paramilitary groups, evidence of the pan-
Slavic brotherhood ties which draw on shared Orthodox identity. The so-called Russian Orthodox 
NGOs that regularly appear in RS, such as the Union of Volunteers of Donbas, therefore, seem to 
serve the Kremlin’s goals of having a presence on the ground, which can in turn serve as a tool of 
recruitment of Orthodox foreign fighters for Russia’s military efforts in Ukraine.282 

For their part, combatants from RS and Serbia have traveled eastward to join Russian fighters in 
Eastern Ukraine. Their travel reportedly takes place without restrictions on regular flights from 
Banja Luka, via Belgrade and Moscow, to the occupied areas in Ukraine.283 And while the Bosnian 
prosecutors’ office has processed a number of cases of foreign fighters departing to fight with the 
Islamic State in Syria, not a single verdict was issued for 11 combatants whom local authorities have 
said fought in Ukraine.284 Only one case was brought to court, and it was quickly abandoned due to 
lack of evidence. 

Notably, while the Islamic Community in Bosnia cooperates with the authorities in criminal 

279 “Prosecutor v. Mitar VASILJEVIC – Judgment,” International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons 
Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the 
Former Yugoslavia, Case IT-98-32-T, November 29, 2002, 21, https://www.icty.org/x/cases/vasiljevic/tjug/en/
vas021129.pdf. 

280 Ehlimana Memisevic, “Promoting a Bosnian War ‘Rape Hotel’ Means Erasing History,” Balkan Insight, August 
17, 2020, https://balkaninsight.com/2020/08/17/promoting-a-bosnian-war-rape-hotel-means-erasing-
history. 

281 “IGOR GIRKIN aka STRELKOV was Russian fighter in eastern Bosnia,” YouTube video, posted by Esad 
Hecimovic, May 12, 2014, 3:29, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC6-ajX9qrI. 

282 Mladen Obrenovic, “Under Cossack Banner, Russian Ties with Balkan Fighters Strengthened,” Balkan Insight, 
October 16, 2020, https://balkaninsight.com/2020/10/16/under-cossack-banner-russian-ties-with-balkan-
fighters-strengthened. 

283 Mladen Obrenovic, “As Ukraine Conflict Intensifies, Serb Volunteers Prepare for Battle,” Balkan Insight, April 
16, 2021, https://balkaninsight.com/2021/04/16/as-ukraine-conflict-intensifies-serb-volunteers-prepare-for-
battle. 

284 Ibid.
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procedures and deradicalization programs, the SOC plays no such role in regard to the foreign fighters 
returning from Ukraine, who seem to enjoy complete impunity in the RS. As a result, not a single 
sentence has been brought against foreign fighters who have returned to RS from Eastern Ukraine. The 
SOC has not officially condemned or discouraged such departures. 

CONCLUSION   
In essence, the use of “strategic conservatism” for the Kremlin’s pursuit of political goals in Bosnia 
builds on the considerable overlap between the Kremlin’s interests and those of its proxies in Banja 
Luka and Belgrade. Both Banja Luka and Moscow openly define their agenda in Bosnia in opposition to 
the policy objectives of “Western powers” on the Peace Implementation Council, specifically regarding 
the mandate of the OHR as well as the EU and NATO military presence. Here, Russia’s goal seems to 
be to undermine the Western “state-building” agenda and retain its political influence in Bosnia rather 
than commit any significant investments in the cultural, social, religious, or economic realms. Local 
demand for Russia’s political and rhetorical support is significant, while only minimal investment from 
the Kremlin is required.

The pursuit of strategic conservatism in Bosnia is defined less in opposition to Western liberal values 
(whether social norms or lifestyle choices such as sexual orientation). Instead, it builds on the existing 
narrative of alleged Serb Orthodox historic victimhood in the region and elevates Russia’s role as their 
protector. Finally, while the Kremlin’s political support to the Bosnian Serb leadership remains crucial, 
the SOC is a powerful actor in its own right when it comes to shaping discourse and influencing public 
opinion. The Kremlin’s use of Orthodoxy and religious connections is therefore an added—almost 
“bonus”—element rather than the main driving force of strategic conservatism in Bosnia.


